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Installation Instructions for

Power Vault Adapter 700TTPVLT_

1

920TTVALT

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION:

This product is suitable for indoor dry locations only.

This product should be used with a Single-Circuit T~trak™

Power Feed Canopy.

SPECIAL INSTALLATIONS

C AUTION — RISK OF FIRE
This product requires installation by a qualified

electrician. Before installing be sure to read all

instructions and TURN OFF POWER TO THE

ELECTRICAL BOX.

Connect the Power Vault Adapter

1A

Feed the power feed wires through the mounting

bracket so that the mounting bracket rests on top of the

power vault adapter.
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Refer to the power feed canopy instructions to remove

the decorative canopy and the power feed rod.

Feed the power feed wires into the power vault adapter.

Push the power feed rod all the way into the power

vault adapter and tighten the screw with a Phillips

screwdriver.

Slide the provided fiberglass sleeve onto the power feed

wires through the power vault adapter into the power

feed rod.
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MOUNTING
BRACKET

Make sure that the mounting bracket is grounded in

accordance with local electrical codes.

Connect the black power feed wire to the hot power

line wire with a wire nut.

Connect the white power feed wire to the neutral power

line wire with a wire nut.

Properly place all wires into the electrical box.

1D

Line up the mounting bracket slots with the electrical

box holes and secure it to the electrical box with the two

provided #8-32 screws.

#8-32 SCREW

MOUNTING
BRACKET

Slide the decorative canopy all the way against the

vaulted ceiling and secure it with the ring nipple.

RING NIPPLE

4" ROUND OR
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2A

Mount the Single-Circuit to

Power Feed Canopy

T~trak

WHITE SIDE

GRAY SIDE

HOUSING  NIPPLE

PIN

HOUSING

SINGLE-CIRCUIT T~TRAK

Place the Single-Circuit into the housing making

sure that the white side is up.

Line up and push the housing nipple pins into the

housing holes.

Screw the housing nipple to the housing. Make sure

not to cross thread.

T~trak

NOTE: In case of cross threading, unscrew the
housing nipple from the housing and repeat steps
1 through 3.

2B

Tighten the screw with a Phillips screwdriver to lock the

power vault adapter into position.
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Ground the Single-Circuit T~trak

3A

HOUSING

0.05 ALLEN WRENCH

#4-40 SET SCREW

3B

HOUSING

0.05 ALLEN WRENCH

#4-40 SET SCREW

Tighten the #4-40 set screws on both sides of the

housing with the provided 0.05 Allen wrench to ensure

Single-Circuit is properly grounded.T~trak

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
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